Hostess Incentives Chart – Level 1
Net Sales (before tax and shipping)

$300.00
By hosting a party you can earn
free Miche product!
Earn a Hostess Exclusive Shell!

Classic/ Petite
Choose 1 of the following incentives:
1(one) Shell (Signature/Premium/Luxe)
1(one) Exclusive Hostess Reward Shell:

Accessories
1(one) Closet Organizer
1(one) Purse Organizer
1(one) set of handles/straps of
your choice
1(one) 6 pack of 1” rings
“Ask me about my purse hanger”

1(one) 4 pack of 1.5” rings
3(three) Holiday Charmers
1(one) Classic Pockette
1(one) Coin Purse

$500.00

2(two) more Shells or accessories for a total of 3 incentives

$750.00

1(one) Miche Base Bag or Shell or accessory for a total of 4
incentives

Prima/Demi
Choose 1 of the following incentives:

Accessories
1(one) Closet Organizer
1(one) Purse Organizer
1(one) set of handles/straps of
your choice
1(one) 6 pack of 1” rings
“Ask me about my purse
hanger”

1(one) 4 pack of 1.5” rings
3(three) Holiday Charmer
1(one) Classic Pockette
1(one) Coin Purse

1(one) Prima/Demi Shell for a total of 2 incentives

Earn a complete Miche Kit!

$1000.00

2(two) more Shells or accessories for a total of 6 incentives

1(one) more Prima/Demi Shell or 1 Prima/Demi Base Bag for
a total of 3 incentives

Invite more friends, earn more
Miche product!

You may only take incentives from the Miche Kit line(s) which your Independent Miche Representative has purchased from (i.e. your Representative must own a Prima kit for you to draw from the Prima line for incentives). Effective July 1 2011: you now may
select your incentives from different lines once your party net sales hit $1250.00. Miche Canada withholds the rights to change our base program at any time. Hope Shells can be used as an incentive.
*Chart is continually evolving and subject to change.
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Hostess Incentive Chart- Level 2

You can now choose from the Petite/Class OR Demi/Prima line! (Net Sales of $1250 +)**

$1250.00

1(one) more Shell or Accessory or Promo Item for a
total of 7(seven) incentives

$1500.00

2(two) more Shells or Accessories or Promo Items
for a total of 9(nine) incentives
(1 pick can be a Base Bag)

Switch over and start earning other
sizes of Miche!

$1750.00
$2000.00
You’re a phenomenal Hostess! – You’ve just
earned an Exclusive Reward Shell in addition
to all of your other incentives!

1 Prima/Demi Shell for a total of 4(four) incentives

OR

1(one) more Shell or Accessory or Promo Item for a
total of 10(ten) incentives

2(two) more Shells or Accessories or Promo Items for
a total of 12(twelve) incentives

1(one) more Prima/Demi Shell or 1(one) Prima/Demi
Base Bag for a total of 5(five) incentives

OR

You may only take incentives from the Miche Kit line(s) which your Independent Miche Representative has purchased from (i.e. your Representative must own a Prima kit for you to draw from the Prima line for incentives). Effective July 1 2011: you now may
select your incentives from different lines once your party net sales hit $1250.00. Miche Canada withholds the rights to change our base program at any time. Hope Shells can be used as an incentive.
*Chart is continually evolving and subject to change.
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